At Data Innovations, we believe that when we enable clinical labs of every size to harness innovation, and optimize insights and performance across all disciplines, we empower them to focus on what matters most: their patients.

The majority of diagnostic insight continues to be produced by the lab. As always, your lab is at the nexus of patient care. But, today's demands are also greater than ever. When you combine a shrinking pool of qualified personnel with increasing workloads and demands for decreased turnaround time, it's essential that you have the right solutions to maximize expertise, streamline operations, and put patient care first.

**Integrate. Optimize. Standardize.**

With our flagship Instrument Manager (IM) product, and EP Evaluator, our lab QA assessment and reporting tool, Data Innovations provides lab enablement solutions that scale to support your lab, your way. DI solutions work together to integrate, optimize, and standardize your entire lab - even across multiple labs and disciplines.

**Why DI?**

- Open, expansive, and enterprise-ready
- 30+
  Years of industry leadership
- Unparalleled industry expertise and services
- Inspiring lab evolution by harnessing innovation
Quality

You’ll create a second line of quality defense with solutions that give you real-time, proactive, and confident capabilities to catch, correct, manage, and report on QC issues.

- **Daily & Peer QC Integration** - Automate QC assessments, eliminating manual work and streamlining workflows. Instrument Manager offers a bi-directional interface with the industry's leading peer QC products, including Bio-Rad URT®, Thermo LabLinkXL™, and others.

- **Moving Averages & Moving Medians** - Proactively monitor and detect systematic changes between QC cycles, letting you catch and correct issues in real-time without increasing operational costs.

- **Lab Proficiency Reporting** - Automatically and electronically transmit proficiency test results to proficiency testing providers.

- **EP Evaluator for Lab QA** - Create inspector-ready reports in minutes, and ease your regulatory compliance burden.

Productivity

You’ll empower clinical staff through improved efficiency and process optimization with flexible, powerful productivity solutions tailored to your lab’s unique processes.

- **Autoverification** - Automated validation for up to 95%+ of your test results with flexible rule creation and workflow implementation adds virtual staff, freeing you up to focus on what matters most.

- **Discipline-focused Workflow Solutions** - Discipline-tailored Autoverification solutions that integrate tightly with common instruments to streamline and automate test result validation.

- **Sample Archival** - Streamline and speed specimen storage, organization, and retrieval workflows across your lab enterprise.

Connectivity

DI Connectivity supports lab-wide and multi-lab integration, enabling an open and expansive enterprise lab ecosystem that lets you integrate virtually any instrument, LIS, or EMR/EHR regardless of vendor or discipline. Its ability to support thousands of instruments, dozens of LIS, and multiple labs and disciplines on a single platform drive operational simplicity and standardization across your ecosystem.
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Performance & Reliability
Always-on backup and restore solutions to ensure your lab operations continue seamlessly when outages occur.

- **High Availability & Disaster Recovery** - Avoid the cost and worry of lab downtime with confident continuity for onsite automatic failover combined with offsite disaster recovery.

- **LIS Downtime Management** - Seamless lab operations and multi-faceted data restore in the event of an LIS outage.

Analytics & Intelligence
Convert Instrument Manager data to operational insight for proactive line-of-sight into bottlenecks, efficiency issues, and your most important KPIs.

- **Lab Intelligence** - On-demand dashboards for at-a-glance laboratory operational insights.

- **Open Data Exchange** - Powerfully easy access to your Instrument Manager data for analysis and ad hoc reporting using any ODBC-compliant application, including Microsoft® Excel, Microsoft® Access, and Crystal Reports®.

Celebrating our past. Investing in your future.

For more than 30 years, Data Innovations has been empowering clinical labs to achieve transformative operational outcomes with our end-to-end laboratory enterprise management capabilities. Our leading solutions, world-class professional services, and support for an open and expansive ecosystem enable high-impact innovation and standardization across the lab.

Learn more at www.datainnovations.com